
Date: 01/01/2019 Teacher: Roberta Pyne Class: Ms. Pyne's 4th Grade Class

Class Subject: Comparing Negative Numbers

Learning Objectives

Students will compare and order positive and negative whole numbers.

Students will understand number lines with positive and negative numbers.

Students will understand positive and negative whole numbers in real-world situations.

Materials

glue per student, Device per student in group,

Deck of cards per pair, Pen/pencil per student,

Scissors

Vocabulary

Integer

Positive

Negative

Greater than

Less than

Common Mistakes

Students think that a larger negative

number holds a higher value, similar to its

positive number counterpart.

Prior Knowledge

Students understand the placement of a

whole number on the number line.

Students are familiar with negative

numbers on the number line.

Students are able to use symbols to

compare and contrast numbers.



Activity Overview

Blue Group

Integer War

Math Games

Number Balls

Virtual Learning Objects

Orange Group

Real Situations

Real World Examples

Number Balls

Virtual Learning Objects

Purple Group

Famished Animals

Manipulatives

Number Balls

Virtual Learning Objects

Green Group

Integer War

Math Games

Number Balls

Virtual Learning Objects

Exit Ticket:



Activity Overview

Anchor Activity

Anchor activities solve for

"ragged" time, when students

�nish their class work early.

These activities are always

purposeful and either extend

or review learned skills.

Groups:

Print worksheet off for

each student

Materials:

Pen/pencil per student

Manipulatives

Using manipulatives and other

tools to bridge from concrete

understandings to more

abstract understandings of

mathematics.Teachers teach

their students how to use

manipulatives, and support

the use of manipulatives to

solve meaningful problems.

Groups: Purple

Print worksheet off for

each student

Materials:

Scissors, glue per student

Math Games

Math Games enable students

to practice math skills in an

engaging and playful way.

Games increase student's

motivation and helps associate

positive math experiences

Groups: Blue,Green

Print instructions for each

pair

Materials:

Deck of cards per pair

Virtual Learning

Objects

Virtual learning objects can

help improve spatial and

visualization skills while also

helping bridge algebraic and

graphical representation.

Groups:

Orange,Purple,Blue,Green

Provide link to students

Materials:

Device per student in

group

Real World Examples

Give students the opportunity

to apply their classroom

knowledge to a real-world

problem.

Groups: Orange

Print worksheet off for

each student

Materials:

Pen/pencil per student

Comparing Integers Using Symbols

Worksheet for comparing negative number pairs (Scroll to

'Comparing Integers Using Symbols', choose 'Level 1')

By: Math Worksheets 4 Kids

Link: http://bit.ly/Comparing_Integers_Symbols

Famished Animals

In this activity, students compare two integers and need

to solve which is greater than and which is less than.

Students need cut out the alligators at the bottom of the

page and place them in the correct box to solve the

equation. (Scroll to 'Cut and glue activity: Famished

animals' and click on 'Allgator')

By: Math Worksheets 4 Kids

Link: http://bit.ly/Alligator_Integers

Integer War

In this War! game, students compare red (positive) and

black (negative) cards to see who wins the round. The

player who �nishes with all the cards wins.

By: MathFileFolderGames

Link: http://bit.ly/Integer_War

Number Balls

In this online game, students need to click on the balls

from lowest to highest. They must reach level 8 in the

quickest amount of time.

By: Sheppard Software

Link: http://bit.ly/Number_Balls

Real Situations

In this activity, students practice comparing negative

numbers through worded problems and real world

examples.
By: Aidel Lindell

Link: http://bit.ly/Real_Situations

https://www.mathworksheets4kids.com/
http://bit.ly/Comparing_Integers_Symbols
https://www.mathworksheets4kids.com/
http://bit.ly/Alligator_Integers
https://www.mathfilefoldergames.com/
http://bit.ly/Integer_War
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/
http://bit.ly/Number_Balls
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Aidel-Lindell
http://bit.ly/Real_Situations


Activity List

Blue Group

1. Integer War

Split into partners, read the instructions and divide the deck of cards evenly between you and your partner. Put

your pile face down. For each round, turn over a card at the same time as your partner. Whoever has the highest

card, gets both cards and adds them to the bottom of their pile. The winner must have all the cards in their pile!

2. Number Balls

Click start. Click the balls in ascending order of number. Try get to level 8 in the quickest time possible. Link to

activity: http://bit.ly/Number_Balls

Comparing Integers Using Symbols

In this worksheet decipher which number is greater than, less than or if the numbers are

equal. Fill in each box with the correct symbol.

Exit Ticket Link:



Activity List

Orange Group

1. Real Situations

Re�ect on your own real-world experiences to work through these problems.

2. Number Balls

Click start. Click the balls in ascending order of number. Try get to level 8 in the quickest time possible. Link to

activity: http://bit.ly/Number_Balls

Comparing Integers Using Symbols

In this worksheet decipher which number is greater than, less than or if the numbers are

equal. Fill in each box with the correct symbol.

Exit Ticket Link:



Activity List

Purple Group

1. Famished Animals

Cut out the alligators at the bottom of the page. Place each alligator in a square that will correctly identify which

integer is less than or greater than.

2. Number Balls

Click start. Click the balls in ascending order of number. Try get to level 8 in the quickest time possible. Link to

activity: http://bit.ly/Number_Balls

Comparing Integers Using Symbols

In this worksheet decipher which number is greater than, less than or if the numbers are

equal. Fill in each box with the correct symbol.

Exit Ticket Link:



Activity List

Green Group

1. Integer War

Split into partners, read the instructions and divide the deck of cards evenly between you and your partner. Put

your pile face down. For each round, turn over a card at the same time as your partner. Whoever has the highest

card, gets both cards and adds them to the bottom of their pile. The winner must have all the cards in their pile!

2. Number Balls

Click start. Click the balls in ascending order of number. Try get to level 8 in the quickest time possible. Link to

activity: http://bit.ly/Number_Balls

Comparing Integers Using Symbols

In this worksheet decipher which number is greater than, less than or if the numbers are

equal. Fill in each box with the correct symbol.

Exit Ticket Link:


